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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

After Deng Xiaoping took power as the premier of China, Chinese

economy was transformed and produced a period of spectacular growth. China's

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew at an average rate of 9.3 percent between

1979-1993 periods. China's GDP has also quadrupled over a period of only fifteen

years. It has also improved its status as a trading nation, rising to eleventh position

from number thirty-seven in ten years1. Another important fact is that China has

accumulated a huge foreign currency reserve and is now the largest in the world.

China has also become the second largest economy in the world in terms of GDP,

second only to the USA and was predicted to surpass the USA in two or three

decades2.

Alongside its superb economic growth, China has embarked on military

modernization program which was encouraged since China now has more money

to spend on its defense budget. The PLA Navy (PLAN) has received attention in

the military modernization program and the primary focus has been on force

projection. China has introduced a new class of destroyers and frigates, which

1 Hynes, Major H.A. "China: the Emerging Superpower ."
http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/china/doctrine/0046.htm (accessed September 13, 2012).
2 "The Chinese Economy." Economy Watch.
http://www.economywatch.com/world_economy/china/?page=full. (accessed September 13,
2012).
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incorporates Western propulsion and weapons systems technologies. China has

also decided to purchase two Russian Sovremennyi-class guided missile

destroyers, which represent a significant increase in naval offensive capability.

There has also been a submarine modernization effort3. The above military

modernization program was before 1998, and with more than a decade had passed

since then, China’s military force is sure to be much more powerful in terms of

quality and quantity.
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4Chart 1.1: China’s GDP - Real Growth Rate (%) Year to Year Basis

As a note, GDP growth above 5% is already considered high and China was and is

still well above it, showing even further its economic prowess.

3 Hynes, Op. Cit.
4 "Index Mundi." Historical Data Graphs per Year.
http://www.indexmundi.com/g/g.aspx?c=ch&v=66 (accessed September 22, 2012).
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At the end of 20th and beginning of 21st century, China’s economic rise

was seen as a welcome development in the USA. The opening of China’s market

means more than 1 billion people were seen as potential customers of USA’s

goods and services, giving enormous opportunity for USA’s companies. However,

China’s economic rise also brought about USA’s dislike since their cheap labor

was thought to be taking USA’s manufacturing job away5 and China’s increasing

bargaining power in international affairs which usually not in the same line with

USA’s point of view.

The USA has been suffering trade deficits with China most of the time for

the last two decades, with USA’s import from China heavily outweighs USA’s

export to China. The USA has been calling China a currency manipulator,

adjusting its currency to make its exports unfairly competitive at the expense of

US’ firms and had been telling China to appreciate its currency. On the other

hand, the USA has been manipulating its currency as well with its quantitative

easing which ultimately aimed to create weaker dollar. Both sides have been

treading carefully on this issue, with China slowly appreciates its currency or they

will risk a full-blown currency war which both countries do not want.

China has been increasing its defense budget steadily since 1989, the year

it started to be regarded as rapidly developing country. Chinese defense spending

had increased by an average of 12.9% annually since 1989 when Beijing launched

an ambitious army modernization program, and this is the second year over that

5 Thoma, Mark. "Autor, Dorn, and Hanson: When (and Where) Work Disappears ." Economist's
View. http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2012/02/autor-dorn-and-hanson-
when-and-where-work-disappears.html (accessed September 13, 2012).
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period in which annual growth was less than 10%.6 All of these meant that China

has been quite serious in its military modernization program since its annual

defense budget increase in the past two years had surpassed its economic growth.

China has also been building aircraft carriers which many military thinkers

perceive as a symbol the might of a country’s navy. The construction of its first

aircraft carrier had started at mid 2011 and plans are being drawn for more of

these capital ships, China is also outfitting a decommissioned aircraft carrier it

purchased from Russia. While China is increasing its shipbuilding program,

USA’s military is facing an Obama administration plan to trim between $400

billion and $1 trillion in defense spending over the next decade7, decreasing the

gap between the two countries and make Pentagon to watch China’s military

spending more closely.

All of these events in Beijing did not escape the notice of Washington,

although at the start of 21st century the USA did not perceive these increases in

everything as threat to US’ national security. US’ point of view was based on the

fact that although China’s rapid increase in economic growth and defense budget

may be spectacular, they are still in distant second when compared to the USA.

6 "China's Defense Budget." Global Security.
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/china/budget.htm (accessed September 13, 2012).
7 Gertz, Bill. "China begins to build its own aircraft carrier." The Washington Times.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/aug/1/china-begins-to-build-its-own-aircraft-
carrier/?page=all (accessed September 17, 2012). Gertz, Bill. "China begins to build its own
aircraft carrier." The Washington Times.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/aug/1/china-begins-to-build-its-own-aircraft-
carrier/?page=all (accessed September 17, 2012).
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The USA’s view of China changed into a more suspicious one when

China’s increasing aggressiveness in pursuing its foreign policy at the  Asia-

Pacific area. China’s military force is already the largest in East Asia and its

modernization program is giving it extra power in dealing with its neighbors. As

usual, military force had always been good leverage in negotiation on

international affairs and China is now putting it into a good use, taking its

economic influence as extra bargaining power with it.

8During the past few months, there have been talks and actions by the

USA’s foreign policy strategic thinkers to refocus American military strength

away from Europe and Middle East to Asia, the so-called American Pivot. These

moves are characterized by strengthening of ties between USA and her allies in

the region, most notably South Korea, Japan and Philippines. However, bilateral

ties are also being established with Vietnam, stationing of USA LCS (Littoral

Combat Ships) in Singapore, and new US Marine bases in Northern Australia

making it ever clearer that USA is serious about increasing its presence in East

Asia.

The game at play between USA and China is a classic drama which

occurrences are well-documented in history books, the struggle for dominance.

Struggle for dominance is not new in international relations throughout the history

of this world, it was repeated again and again, sometimes with peaceful solutions

as the outcome (as was the outcome of Great Game, the 19th century Cold War

8 Clinton, Hillary. "America's Pacific Century." Foreign Policy.
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/11/americas_pacific_century?page=full
(accessed September 13, 2012).
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between British and Russian Empire in which British accepted its loss of

influence in Central and Western Asia) but more often than not war broke out

when tension came to a boiling point and adversaries found it impossible to reach

a compromise acceptable to both sides (World War I was the outcome of the

power struggle between British and German Empire because of naval arms race)9.

The relationship of these two great powers is colored by suspicions for one

another and it usually regarded to start as soon as the Cold War ended. USA and

China were Cold War allies, united by their common enemy, USSR which is now

Russia. The first incident which caused strain to USA-China relation is the

Tiananmen Square massacre in which Chinese dissidents were brutally crushed by

PLA’s army and the incident drew outright criticism plus condemnation from

other countries, including USA. However, the massacre is by no means the start of

both countries suspicions towards one another.

One of the most prominent sore points in USA-China  relations is

regarding the sovereignty  of Taiwan which broke away from its mainland

neighbor after the remnants of defeated nationalist under Chiang Kai-Shek moved

there. USA had stated in the past to China with its intention to protect Taiwan if

China invade, a statement once again strengthened by a recent massive arms sale

from USA to Taiwan which regarded by Obama administration as a deterrent

against Chinese attack on the island and called by People’s Liberation Army as an

9 Bayley, Christopher. Atlas of the British Empire, the rise and fall of the greatest empire the world
has ever known. New York: Facts on File, 1989. (accessed September 15, 2012).
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unwise move and can disrupt relations between both countries10. Taiwan is

considered a breakaway province by Beijing, governed by their enemies during

the Chinese Civil War and China had been quite frank in stating that eventually

Taiwan will be incorporated again to China, by force if necessary, making China-

Taiwan-USA relation is quite tense.

11All these activities either political or military had not escaped the

attention of China which saw USA’s recent activities with concern that USA

might challenge China’s quest for dominance in the area. There are several people

in Beijing had already expressed their concern of USA trying to encircle and

contain them by allying with China’s neighbors, which is quickly dismissed by

USA’s officials and even some Chinese considered it as irrelevant and nonsense.

The USA has close ties with India (Southwest of China), Taiwan (Southeast of

China), Japan and South Korea (East of China), recently in good terms with

Vietnam (South of China). China’s only ally in this area is North Korea, heavily

outnumbered by USA’s allies.

All of neighboring countries of China which is USA’s strategic allies have

disputes with China and may be prone to enter conflict with China if sufficient

triggers happen. Here are territorial disputes between China and USA’s allies:

China-India: Arunacal Pradesh and Aksai Chin.

10 Jacobs, Andrew. "Arms Sale Draws Angry, but Familiar, Reaction." The New York Times.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/23/world/asia/china-expresses-anger-over-latest-us-arms-
sales-to-taiwan.html (accessed August 8, 2012).
11 Denmark, Abe. "Don't worry about containing China." The Interpreter.
://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/07/18/Dont-worry-about-containing-China.aspx
(accessed September 17, 2012).
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China-Japan: Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.

China-South Korea: Tumen River

China-Vietnam: Vietnam’s eastern offshore area claimed and occupied by China.

12Image 1.1: Territorial Disputes in Asia

13The rivalry between the USA and China has taken into another field still

related to their influence to other countries, this time it is regarding aid programs.

For several years, China  has been quite generous as an aid donor to many

countries that still needed them and the USA was quick to respond with renewing

its aid programs to pacific nations which run in line with USA’s pivot to Asia-

12 Callick, Rowan. "Powder Keg in the Pacific." Foreign Policy.
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2012/08/22/powder_keg_in_the_pacific (accessed
September 17, 2012).
13 Grubel, James. "Tiny Pacific nations cash in on U.S.-China aid rivalry." Reuters.
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/09/03/us-china-usa-aid-idUSBRE88206320120903
(accessed September 17, 2012).
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Pacific area. Some people in the USA had been skeptical about these aid

programs, preferring to use the money to address economic problems at home, but

no one in the White House or Pentagon would like to take chances by stop giving

aid to small countries while China is doing it, risking these nations preference to

China’s favor.

The year 2001 saw both possibilities of the USA and China’s bilateral

relation to be improved or deteriorating. China’s entry into WTO and its

commitment to cooperate in combating terrorism are very welcoming to the USA,

however, China’s military expenditure in the same year for the first time

surpassed its rivals combined (India, South Korea and Taiwan) excluding Japan.

The military expenditure did not decrease, only to increase from time to time and

the annual growth of defense budget is even more than GDP’s growth since 1996.
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14Chart 1.2: China’s Annual Military Spending in US$ Millions on Year per Year

Basis

The speed of response and action-reaction between the USA and China

shows that neither wants to be late in responding certain events in international

arena, especially when directed towards one another, not to mention both the USA

and China had given rhetorical statements towards each other in several

occasions. Both sides resilience for not “losing” in many fields characterize their

relationship on a more hostile environment rather than cooperation one and it is

not surprising that other countries are watching carefully the development.

1.2 Research Question

The USA had been enjoying the position of the only superpower left on

the aftermath of the Cold War for more than a decade without any tangible

competitors within sight. However, China has become the potential competitor of

the USA in any fields considered benchmarks of being superpower countries;

military, economy, influence and bargaining power in international affairs in a

relatively short time. It was only two decades from the kick-start of economic

reform in 1989 for China to achieve this stage15.

14 Freeman, Sam Perlo, Julian Cooper, Olawale Ismail, Elisabeth Skons, Carina Solmirano. "Military
Expenditure."Armaments, Disarmament and International Security 42 (2011),
http://www.sipri.org/yearbook/2011/files/SIPRIYB1104-04A-04B.pdf (accessed September 17,
2012).

15 "China's Rise." http://www.piie.com/publications/chapters_preview/4174/intro4174.pdf
(accessed September 18, 2012).
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At first, the USA welcomed the economic reform in China, believing that

with more economic openness, liberal reform would surely follow. US’ firms

were also quick in seizing the opportunity of expanding in China, a country with

more than 1 billion people which means the market will be more than substantial

and no one would expect China to become as it is now.

When the USA’s trading deficit with China grew at an alarming rate and

steady with almost no interval in which USA’s trade with China gained surplus,

the USA started to be concerned. Some people in the USA called China currency

manipulator and demanded their government to pressure China to let it appreciate

to reflect true to their economy. China brushed aside the pressure and let its

currency appreciate in its own pace, already the largest country with foreign

reserve and largest holder of U.S. Treasury Bonds, China had even told the USA

to “live within its own means”16.

China’s military expenditure has also been running in line with its

economic growth, with 10% or more annual growth in defense budget while on

the other hand the USA has been struggling even to maintain the same level. If

this continues, China will eventually catch up with the consequences that the USA

will find comparable rival in the near future and it is something that Pentagon

does not want which argue it will put U.S. national security at risk.

16 Barboza, David. "China Tells U.S. It Must ‘Cure Its Addiction to Debt’." The New York Times.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/07/business/global/china-a-big-creditor-says-us-has-only-
itself-to-blame.html?_r=1 (accessed September 18, 2012).
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The year 2001 has two significant events which supposedly put the USA

and China into a more cooperative standings, China’s entry into WTO and

September 11th terrorist attacks on World Trade Center and the Pentagon. These

two events brought the USA and China should have brought into closer

cooperation to combat terrorism and engage in closer trade relationships.

However, the USA and China’s bilateral relationships got more strained than

before in a decade due to twist of events unpredicted by both sides.

The two sides have not been truthful in stating their intention towards one

another, some analysts believe that while the USA and China are relatively cordial

in official statements and international meetings, they are preparing  for one

another. The USA’s pivot to Asia-Pacific is considered to be directed towards

China, which is aspiring to be regional power and China’s military build-up is

also directed towards the USA, the only one deemed capable to stop China’s

ascendant if conflict is to erupt.

Therefore, the author concluded this research question for the thesis:

What is the characteristic of bilateral relationship between the USA and

China after the year 2001 to 2012?

1.3 Research Objective

The objectives of the thesis will be achieved when the author is able to

answer the research question, give options available regarding the problem, and

draw conclusions from them.
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The objective is to give comprehensive description on What is the

characteristic of bilateral relationships between the USA and China after

the year 2001 to 2012 according to these indicators:

1. Elaborate reasoning about why the USA and China see each other not

as long-standing partners in the future but rather competitors and even

rivals.

2. Real efforts by both sides that aimed to defuse tension in order to

avoid unnecessary conflict between them.

3. The actors behind the efforts to defuse tension or the ones that actually

responsible in creating the tension between the USA and China

themselves.

4. The events in pre-2001 and post-2001 that influenced the bilateral

relation between the USA and China.

5. Obstacles and challenges that are impeding the progress of creating an

acceptable terms to both sides in the world order and robust

cooperation in many fields rather than competition.
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